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bstract

Micro-scale deposition models, typically used for pipes, were adapted to outdoor situations and combined with computational fluid dynamics
CFD) calculations of flow conditions in order to study the fine structure of the deposition velocity on ground, walls, and roofs in an urban
nvironment. Several deposition modeling techniques taken from the literature were used for the predictions. The urban geometry was represented
y two different blocks of houses, which together with two wind directions gave four different cases to study. The calculations show large local
ariations of the deposition velocity resulting in a pattern similar to the variation of the friction velocity. This demonstrates the strong dependence of
he deposition velocity on the friction velocity. Further alteration of the deposition velocity is caused by the variation of the micro-scale roughness

nd different surface temperatures. The results presented provide some guidance for where to look for hotspots of deposited material and also show
hat a representation of the deposition velocity in a city by only one or just a few values is a great simplification locally and could lead to serious

istakes.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Knowledge of the particulate dry deposition flux to outdoor
urfaces in a city is needed for calculation of human exposure
o aerosols. The particulate concentration followed by indus-
rial release, vehicle emissions and from other human activities
s influenced by the dry deposition. Walls of buildings and
ther surfaces may also be affected by the deposition and as
result be sooted and soiled. Release of hazardous aerosol

r radioactive materials may cause a need for remediation of
treets and walls of buildings, and the knowledge of the location
f deposit would be valuable. Particles in cities have diam-
ters in a wide range, ≈0.1–10 �m, often with a maximum
round 2 �m [1]. Particle densities for soot-dominated parti-

les are often around 1500 kg m−3 [2]. Biological hazardous
erosols have sizes between 1 and 10 �m [3] with densities
round 1300 kg m−3 [4].
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nized area; Hotspots

The method to calculate the dry deposition flux is normally
ased on the concept of the dry deposition velocity, vd, with a
orresponding deposition flux that equals vd times the particle
oncentration. However, models and experiments for determin-
ng vd of particulate fluxes onto typical surfaces in cities, e.g.
alls of buildings and streets, are rare.
In the scientific literature, models for dry deposition of par-

icles are presented especially for two areas, i.e. for pipe flows
often ventilation channels) and for air quality studies. The bases
or deposition models for pipe flows normally is a diffusion equa-
ion which is integrated from the surface for smooth surfaces and
rom the micro-scale roughness height ks (or some fraction of
s) for rough surfaces [5]. ks is defined as the mean height of the
oughness elements. The parameter ks often is some millimetres
r less. The upper limit of integration is chosen to be outside
he particle boundary layer. Deposition velocity will depend on
s, friction velocity (in this context normally denoted by uτ),
article size and density. Here, uτ is defined as

√
(τ/ρ) where τ

s the shear stress at the wall and ρ is the air density. Note, that

τ is he same as u* used in air quality studies.

The basis for deposition models for air quality models is also a
iffusion equation, which is integrated from the surface through
he canopy (normally vegetation) to a reference height above

mailto:lage.jonsson@foi.se
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2007.08.077
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he canopy [6,7]. The result is formulated by using an aero-
ynamic resistance above the canopy and a surface resistance
or the canopy. The aerodynamic resistance depends on refer-
nce height, canopy height (zero plane displacement), roughness
eight z0, friction velocity u* and atmospheric stability. The
anopy resistance depend on the collection efficiency of the sur-
ace and is determined by various deposition processes; u*, z0,
article size and density and canopy type. Unlike the micro-
cale roughness ks, z0 is not the mean height of the roughness
lements, but instead about 10% of the roughness elements. Typ-
cal values of z0 are 0.01 m (grass) to 1.0 m (forest, urban area).
he canopy is treated as a unity and details within the canopy is
ot resolved. The parameter u* is calculated from wind velocity
bove the canopy. Gravitational settling is also a part in both
ypes of deposition models.

For vertical surfaces in ventilation channels there are three
egimes of deposition determined by particle size, particle den-
ity, turbulence and surface roughness [5]: (i) for small particles
0–0.1 �m) there is a Brownian-turbulence diffusion regime with
ecreasing vd for increasing particle size, (ii) for intermediate
article size there is a diffusion–impaction regime with increas-
ng vd for increasing particle size, and (iii) for the larger particles
here is an inertia-moderated regime with slowly decreasing vd
or increasing particle size. Note, that for horizontal surfaces
here will, in addition to the above mentioned regimes, be a grav-
ty settling modification of vd especially in the inertia-moderated
egime.

Wells and Chamberlain [8] and Chamberlain et al. [9] made
ind-tunnel experiments with smooth and rough surfaces, which

how the three regimes for vertical surfaces described above.
hey found significantly larger vd for the rough surfaces than

or the smooth surfaces. Higher values of vd were also mea-
ured to filter papers than to surfaces with widely spaced
oughness elements. Liu and Agarwal [10] made experiments
ith similar results as Wells and Chamberlain [8] for smooth

urfaces in pipes in the diffusion–impaction regime and the
nertia-moderated regime. Sippola and Nazaroff [11] presented
entilation duct experiments for smooth and rough surfaces in
he diffusion–impaction regime showing larger vd for the rough
urfaces (insulated ventilation ducts with micro-scale roughness
eight equal to 1.7 mm) than for the smooth surfaces (steel ducts)
upporting the results of Chamberlain et al. [9].

Several papers present theoretical models for vd in pipes
Friedlander and Johnstone [12], Davies [13], Wood [14], Fan
nd Ahmadi [15,16], Guha [17], Valentine and Smith [18], Zhao
nd Wu [19], Johansen [20]). In addition, Sippola and Nazaroff
5] have summarized the knowledge on particle deposition from
urbulent flows in ventilation ducts. The main parameters influ-
ncing vd is friction velocity, uτ , particle size, particle density
nd micro-scale roughness height, ks. Many of the existing mod-
ls are applied to smooth (steel) surfaces, but the equations in
ome of the models can also be used for rough surfaces. For
xample, Gua presents result for both smooth and rough sur-

aces. The theory includes Brownian and turbulent diffusion,
hermophoreses, turbophoreses, electrostatic forces, gravity and
ift forces. For smooth surfaces existing models often agree rel-
tively well between each other and with experimental data.

i
i
i
t
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owever, for rough surfaces the agreement is worse. There-
ore, Sippola and Nazaroff [11] derived a model in form of an
nterpolation formula based on their measured data.

Some authors have also reported experimental data of outdoor
eposition. Offer and Goossens [21] and Erell and Tsoar [22]
eport wind-tunnel and field experiments on deposition of wind
ransported dust. They observed spatial variation especially in
illy terrain and where filter effects due to vegetation occurred.
owever, there was no determination of the spatial variation of
ow parameters like uτ and no correlation between flow param-
ters and deposition parameters were presented. Also, Simmons
nd Pocock [23] measured heavy metal particle flux to the sur-
ace in an urban area. They found that a large variability on
scale of 1 km could be explained by the release sources. On
smaller scale (<100 m) there was an additional variability of
0% (standard deviation divided by mean value), but the reason
as not analyzed. The air flow conditions were not measured.
Although some experimental information on deposition is

vailable, Monforti et al. [1] concludes that there exists “no
xperimental or deeper theoretical studies which focus on depo-
ition on urban areas”. They modeled particulate flux to cultural
eritage sites in Florence Italy by using a multi-layer box model,
ut without resolving flow circulations in street canyons. The
eposition velocity was calculated according to a procedure
resented by Zhang et al. [7]. Calculated vd for all suspended
articles (weight maximum at 2 �m) ranged 0.05–0.8 cm s−1,
hich seemed reasonable compared to observed range in urban

reas (0.1–1 cm s−1).
To account for the flow circulations, Benett [24] tries to for-

ulate the effects of recirculation zones of a rough surface on
he surface resistance by introducing a new term depending on
he length scale for surface eddies. This term will increase the
otal resistance and can be used in deposition formulations using

ean wind and roughness length z0.
Gidhagen et al. [25] studied dispersion of ultra fine aerosols

n a street canyon by coupling an aerosol model to a CFD
odel. The deposition model included Brownian diffusion, iner-

ial impaction and gravitational settling, but could not be applied
o smooth surfaces. They found that coagulation and deposition
f ultra fine particles may reduce the concentration of particle
oncentration in the canyon by 30% at low wind speeds. How-
ver, no direct presentation of the particle deposition velocity
as given.
Zhang et al. [7] has developed a dry deposition scheme for

and areas, i.e. mainly for application over larger vegetated
reas. The scheme includes turbulent transfer, Brownian diffu-
ion, impaction, interception, gravitational settling and particle
ebound. Their model also included the three regimes described
bove [5], together with the gravitational settling modification
or horizontal surfaces. The model included 15 land use cate-
ories, one of which is urban, each with a predefined roughness
ength z0 and radius of collectors. The model shows that the
eposition velocity depends on surface type, friction veloc-

ty, particle density and particle size. The deposition velocity
ncreases for rougher surfaces and higher uτ . According to Fig. 1
n Zhang’s paper a typical vd is about 3 mm s−1 for 5 �m par-
icles (2000 kgm−3, 5 ms−1 at 20 m). However, the model is
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to the wall, D the particle Brownian diffusion, ε the particle
ig. 1. The figure shows the agreement between the models used for smooth ver-
ical surfaces and the measurements made by Liu and Agarwal, and Papavergos
nd Hedleys.

ntended to be used without resolving the detailed flow around
uildings and streets. The roughness parameter, z0 = 1.0 m, is
he large scale roughness parameter used together with a mean
ind velocity above the buildings.
The deposition velocity is often strongly dependent on uτ for

ost outdoor and tube models and experiments. Thus, a detailed
odeling of vd includes a detailed modeling of uτ and its varia-

ion along streets, walls and roofs in the city. Since uτ depends
n geometry and flow conditions, a description of the streets, the
uildings and the roughness of the surfaces is needed as well as
he resolved fluid flow including turbulence conditions.

Besides influencing uτ , the roughness of the surface influ-
nces the aerosol deposition by, for example, influencing the
ttachment to the surface. An increased micro-scale roughness
eight (ks) increases vd in those (few) tube models and exper-
ments, which take into account the effect of roughness. Thus,
he description of the surface in a city shall include the micro-
cale roughness height of walls and roofs, with values between
he extremes complete smooth (glass, metal ks = 0) and rough
bricks, etc., ks = several millimetres). Additionally, deposition
odels for outdoor surfaces often include impaction and inter-

eption effects, which depend on the radius of the collector, e.g.
he radius of a tree needle. Even in cities there exist parts with
egetated surfaces with trees and grass and their collectors, in
orm of needles and leafs, should be defined. Probably, both uτ

nd roughness will vary considerably along streets, parks, walls
nd roofs in a city but the question how v will vary remains.
d

In spite of just a few experiments for rough surfaces, there is
much better theoretical and experimental base for determin-

ng vd in ventilation pipes compared to outdoor surfaces, i.e.

t
i
(
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alls, streets, roofs, etc. This is valid both for vertical and hori-
ontal surfaces. Thus, adapting micro-scale deposition models,
.e. models intended for ventilation systems, to outdoor sur-
aces could render better tools for calculating vd in the urban
nvironment and provide tools for analyzing the probability of
eposition-hotspots on different surfaces.

The purpose of this study is to illustrate the behavior of vd
n urban areas. To do this, CFD (computational fluid dynamics)
imulations of flow conditions including uτ were performed for
ifferent blocks of houses mimicking the urban environment.
nowing uτ , calculation the magnitude, range and variation ofvd

s possible by using deposition models reported in the literature.

. Modeling

.1. Modeling of dry deposition in the urbanized area

The dry deposition flux of particles from the atmosphere to a
urface is governed by their concentration in the air, the turbu-
ent and molecular transport in the boundary layer close to the
hase boundary and by the chemical and physical nature of the
epositing species (that determine how efficiently the surface
an capture particles). To describe the exchange process vd is
sually used, as defined by the relation [26]

= vdC∞ (1)

here J is the flux of species to the surface, C∞ is the concen-
ration in the bulk flow. vd provides a measure of conductivity
etween atmosphere and the surface capturing particles. Out-
oor, in the urban environment, particles are deposited on walls,
oofs and on the ground, where many of these surfaces are rough.
o estimate the depositions of particles onto these surfaces, mod-
ls of vd are needed. Those pipe models which potentially could
e used for rough surfaces and rather general conditions are of
pecial interest in this context. Therefore, among the models
vailable in the open literature, the following three deposition
odels have been selected: (i) Zhao and Wu [19] (supplemented
ith some ideas from Guha [17]), (ii) Valentine and Smith

18] and (iii) Wood [27] (with modification by Kvasnak and
hmadi [28] to account for the effect of gravitational settling).
or completeness and easy reference these models are shortly
ecapitulated in the following.

.1.1. Deposition model by Zhao and Wu [19]
The model by Zhao and Wu [19] is an Eulerian model that is

ased on Ficks law and takes buoyancy and turbophoresis into
ccount: It is based on the concept that there is a thin concentra-
ion boundary layer within the turbulent boundary layer leading
o a modified form of Ficks law

= −(εp + Dp)
∂C

∂y
− ivsC + VtC (2)

here C is the particle concentration, y the coordinate normal

p p

urbulent diffusivity, vs the particle terminal velocity without
nfluence of other external forces, Vt the turbophoretic velocity
calculated as given in reference [29]), and i is a discrete variable
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hat can take the values 1, 0, −1 depending on if the surface is
irected upwards (floor), vertically or downwards (ceiling).

After introducing dimensionless variables (denoted by the
uperscript +), Eq. (2) could be re-written

dC+

dy+ +

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩iv+

s + τ+
d

[
(τL/(τL + τp))v′2

y

+]
dy+

⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭

[
Sc−1 +

(
τL

τL + τp

)
v+
t

]−1

C+ = v+
d

[
Sc−1 +

(
τL

τL + τp

)
v+
t

]−1

(3)

here τp and τ+ are the particle relaxation time and the dimen-
ionless particle relaxation time, respectively, τL the Lagrangian
ime scale, v′

y the wall-normal air velocity fluctuations and v+
t is

he dimensionless eddy diffusivity in the air [30]. The details of
he solution to the equation are given in reference [31]. Using the
oundary condition C+(r+) = 0 and C+(30) = 1 the normalized
eposition velocity can be expressed as:

+
d = F (30)∫ 30

r+ F (y+)[Sc−1 + (τL/(τL + τp))v+
t ]

−1
dy+

(4)

here the extension of the buffer layer has been set to y+ = 30.
t could be noted that Guha [17] uses y+ = 200, but numerical
xperiments up to y+ = 300 revealed that this limit is by no means
ritical. F is a function of integration [19].

Eq. (4) can be solved numerically if functions are known for
he air eddy diffusivity as well as for air velocity fluctuations
ormal to the wall. Following the procedure suggested by Zhao
nd Wu [19] to solve Eq. (4), empirical functions are used for
he air eddy diffusivity [32] based on DNS simulations (direct
umerical simulations in which all physical scales of the flow
re resolved and no turbulence model is used) as well as for the
MS fluctuations (the quadratic mean fluctuations, a statistical
easure of the magnitude of a varying quantity) in the wall-

ormal velocities [33] including corrections by Guha [17].
To apply this model for rough surfaces, a method originally

roposed by Wood [14] and later recommended by Guha [17]
s used, i.e. the lower limit of integration is modified to account
or the roughness as follows

+
0 = 0.45k+

s + r+ (5)

here y+
0 is the dimensionless lower limit of integration and k+

s
s the dimensionless surface micro roughness.

Eq. (4) together with Eq. (5) is referred to as the Zhao and
u model in the following.
.1.2. Deposition model by Valentine and Smith [18]
The deposition model is based on the stop distance theory

f Friedlander and Johnstone [12]. More specifically, a particle
aving an initial velocity V0 in a quiescent fluid is assumed to

C
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ravel a certain distance due to its inertia, i.e. the stop distance

= V0τp (6)

here V0 is the particle velocity perpendicular to the wall at the
dge of the viscous sublayer [34] and can be expressed as

0 = Vw + u′
w√
Scp

(7)

here u′
w is the wall-directed fluctuating velocity at the edge

f the sublayer, Vw is the ballistic particle velocity. Further, Scp
s the particle Schmidt number, i.e. the ratio of the fluid eddy
iffusivity to the particle eddy diffusivity, which was analyzed
y Tchen [35] assuming a homogenous turbulence field, which,
ccording to Hinze [30] is a valid assumption for shear flows.
chen found the following relationship:

c−1
p = 1 +

[
1

(τf/τp)2 − 1

] [
e−t/τp − e−t/τf

1 − e−t/τf

]
(8)

here t is the particle residence time and τf denotes the turbu-
ence time scale which, assuming the buffer layer to extend to

24y+ and the characteristic buffer layer fluctuating velocity to
e u′

w = 0.4uτ [36], could be estimated as [18]

f = 24ν

0.4u2
τ

(9)

n the model by Valentine and Smith it is assumed1 t ≈ τf, which,
sed in Eq. (8) above gives [34]:

c−1
p = 1 + e((−τf/τp)+1) − 1

1.72[(τf/τp)2 − 1]
(10)

urthermore, the flux of particles through the buffer layer and
he viscous sublayer is determined by

= (Dp + εp)
dC

dy
(11)

here Dp is the Brownian eddy diffusivity taken from Shimada
t al. [37]. Making Eq. (11) non-dimensional, rearranging and
ntegrating leads to

1

V+
D

[∫ C+=1

C+(S++r+)
dC+

]
=

∫ 6

(S++r+)

dy+

(Dp/ν + εp/ν)

+
∫ 30

6

dy+

(Dp/ν + εp/ν)

= Ivs + Ibr (12)

urthermore, it is assumed that at a distance S+ + r+ from the
all
S++r+ =
(V+

0 )
S++r+

(13)

1 For t � τp and t � τfSc−1
p = τf/(τf + τp), for t � τp and t � τfSc−1

p = 1.
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Table 1
Recommended values of k1, k2 and k3 for Eq. (15)

Investigator k1 k2 k3

Cleaver and Yates [38] 0.084
Friedlander [39] 0.059
Wood [27] 0.045 4.5 × 10−4 0.13
Davies [40] 0.075 0.30
Papavergos and Hedley [41] 0.07 3.5 × 10−4 0.18
Kneen and Strauss [42] 3.79 × 10−4
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iu and Agarwal [10] 6 × 10−4

an and Ahmadi [15] 0.14

hich, substituted into Eq. (12) leads to

+
D = 1

Ivs + Ibr + 1/(V+
0 )

S++r+
(14)

or known free stream and particle properties Eq. (14), in the
ollowing referred to as the Valentine and Smith model, can be
valuated for a specific surface micro roughness.

.1.3. Empirical equations, deposition model by Woods
14,27]

The deposition across the entire range of particle sizes may
e predicted by simple empirical equations and be applied to
ertical surfaces across all deposition regimes when configured
n the following manner [5]:

+
d = k1Sc−2/3 + k2τ

+2
if k1Sc−2/3 + k2τ

+2 ≤ k3 (15)

+
d = k3 if k1Sc−2/3 + k2τ

+2
> k3 (16)

able 1 summarizes different values for k1, k2 and k3 found by
ifferent investigators.

To apply empirical equations of this type to horizontal
urfaces, a simple modification to account for the effect of grav-
tational settling on the particle deposition velocity was added
28]. The result is

+
d = k1Sc−2/3 + k2τ

+2 + g+τ+ (17)

here g+ is the dimensionless gravitational acceleration defined
y

+ = gν

u3
τ

(18)

nd g is positive for a floor and negative for a ceiling surface. In
q. (17) the first term on the right hand side accounts for Brown-

an diffusion, the second term accounts for interactions between
article inertia and turbulent eddies and the final term accounts
or gravitational settling. However, Eq. (17) does not account
or surface roughness. In the following Eq. (17) is referred to as
oods model.

.2. Comparison of models with focus on micro roughness
In Fig. 1, Wood, Zhao and Wu, and Valentine and Smith
odels for smooth vertical surfaces are compared to measure-
ents by Liu and Agarwal [10], and Papavergos and Hedleys

o

t
l

ig. 2. The figure shows the dimensionless deposition velocity vd for rough
ertical surfaces as a function of the dimensionless relaxation time τ+ and dif-
erent ks as predicted by the models by Zhao and Wu, Valentine and Smith, and
azaroff.

41]. The three regimes described by Sippola and Nazaroff [5]
re clearly observed. An acceptable agreement is also observed
etween predictions and measurements, especially for the model
y Wood.

For rough vertical surfaces, in Fig. 2 the models by Zhao
nd Wu, and Valentine and Smith are compared with Nazaroffs
mpirical model [11], which is an adaptation to measurements
ith micro roughness ks ≈ 0.0017 m using equations similar to
ood (Eqs. (17) and (18)) but with exponents varying with uτ .

he figure shows that an increase in roughness 0.0005 → 0.003
ncreases the dimensionless deposition velocity approximately
0 times for small τ+ up to τ+ ≈ 1 and thereafter the increase
owers for increasing τ+, at least up to τ+ ≈ 20.

Comparing the different models with each other, the deviation
n v+

d for a roughness = 0.003 between the model by Valentine
nd Smith and Nazaroff at τ+ = 0.2 and τ+ = 20 is seen to be
0.0068 (85% difference) and ≈0.06 (43%), respectively, while

he corresponding values are 0.0079 (99%) and 0.06 (43%) for
roughness = 0.0005. The corresponding comparison with the
odel by Zhao and Wu results in 0.07 (88%) and 0.05 (36%)

or ks = 0.003. For ks = 0.0005 the comparison renders a differ-
nce of 0.01 (12.5%) for τ+ = 0.2 and 0.05 (36%) for τ+ = 20.
urthermore, it is noted that for all τ+ > 0.2 predictions using the
odel by Zhao and Wu with ks = 0.0005 renders similar results

s those made by using the model by Nazaroff. Also, the predic-
ions made by using the model by Valentine and Smith shows
bout the same agreement in the range τ+ > 2, though the shape

f the curves are somewhat different.

In summary, there is a significant variation depending on
he micro-scale roughness of the deposition surface, and some
ack of agreement between the different models. Considering
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ny range of τ+-values, it seems that the theoretical models
or rough surfaces still suffers from large shortcomings, even
hough the results for smooth surfaces generally is seen to
how agreement. If a restricted range of τ+-values is consid-
red (2 < τ+ < 50), the agreement between the different model
redictions might be acceptable since the effect of roughness
n different models’ predictions does not vary too much in
limited interval and a smaller effect is found with larger

articles.

.3. Using the models for outdoor surfaces

All three models were originally developed for pipe flows.
o use the models for outdoor conditions in an urban environ-
ent (walls, roofs, streets), they must be applied in conditions

orresponding to those for their derivation. Thus, the roughness
ust be the micro-scale roughness ks and not roughness length

0, which is used for outdoor air quality deposition models in
pen terrain. Further, the flow and the friction velocity must
e resolved to give representative values just above the particle
oundary layers along walls, roofs and streets. However, if there
s significant vegetation in the local area, these models should not
e used. Instead the model by Zhang et al. [7] is recommended
or such areas.

In present work, when coupling deposition models with
FD simulations in order to calculate vd for urban environ-
ent, Woods model was used for smooth horizontal and vertical

urfaces, because of acceptable agreement with measurements
Fig. 1) and simple equations (Eqs. (15)–(18)) giving acceptable
omputer times.

For rough vertical surfaces the model by Valentine and
mith was coupled to the CFD simulations because of accept-
ble agreement with measurements for larger particles (larger
han τ+ ≈ 1) and still acceptable computer times, something
hat could not be achieved using the model by Zhao and Wu.
o illustrate deposition onto rough horizontal surfaces, Woods
odel was integrated into the CFD code, thereby requiring com-

ensation for micro roughness at hand in any particular case.
owever, this compensation is moderate for particle sizes illus-

rated (τ+ ≈ 1 giving diameter ≈5 �m) according to the previous
iscussion and Fig. 2, and, whatever micro roughness chosen
o illustrate the conditions on different type of streets, side-
alks, etc., it would only be representative for a very specific

ase.

.4. Modeling of fluid flow and turbulence by
omputational fluid dynamics

The theoretical model covers air flow in and around a block
f houses. The mathematical model includes standard solutions
f Navier–Stokes equations and turbulence as described in the
ollowing.
.4.1. Mathematical formulation and boundary conditions
The following assumptions are made in the statement of the

athematical model:

2

h
9

s Materials 153 (2008) 229–243

a) In each of the simulated cases the grid is Cartesian in a
domain that has the shape of a parallelepiped.

b) The upper limit of the domain is a flat frictionless surface at
300 m height.

c) Pressure boundary conditions are used on three sides of the
domain.

d) The lower limit of the domain, i.e. the ground, is a fully
rough surface with the surface roughness parameter z0 for
the logarithmic velocity profile set to 0.02 m to account for
normal variability of the surfaces’ structure. Furthermore,
the standard logarithmic log-law is used for all surfaces of
all buildings.

e) At the inflow boundary a logarithmic wind-profile is applied
with wind speed 4 m s−1 at 10 m height, i.e. mimicking a
neutral stratification with wind speed 4 m s−1.

.4.2. Transport equations
In the mathematical model, the conservation of a general flow

ariable φ, for example momentum, enthalpy or species, within
finite control volume can be expressed as a balance between

he various processes, which tend to increase or decrease the
ariable φ. This balance leads to a transport equation, which
ccording to Patankar [43] has the following general form.

∂

∂t
(ρφ) + ∂

∂xi

(ρφui) = ∂

∂xi

(
Γφ

∂φ

∂xi

)
+ Sφ (19)

he first term expresses the rate of change of φ with respect to
ime, the second term expresses the convection (transport due
o fluid flow), the third term expresses the diffusion (transport
ue to the variation of φ from point to point) where Γ φ is the
xchange coefficient of the entity φ in the phase. The fourth
erm expresses the source terms (associated with the creation or
estruction of φ).

According to the mathematical formulation above the follow-
ng governing transport equations must be solved:

mass conservation;
conservation of momentum in each co-ordinate direction;
turbulence.

.4.3. Turbulent transport equations
The equations for the turbulent kinetic energy and the dissi-

ation rate of the turbulent kinetic energy from the well-known
–ε model [44] have been used with the source terms modified
45,46].

.4.4. Property variations
The density for air is calculated using the assumption of an

deal gas. Thus, the gas is compressible. The density and the
ynamic molecular viscosity of air at 0 ◦C were used in the
alculations.
.4.5. Geometry of blocks
Four geometric cases are simulated, referenced as “square

ouses 90 degrees”, “square houses 45 degrees”, “long houses
0 degrees” and “long houses 45 degrees”. Both geometries
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Fig. 3. The figure illustrates the four simulated geometric cases, referenced as “square houses 90 degrees” (upper left), “square houses 45 degrees” (upper right),
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degrees”, (ii) “square houses 45 degrees”, (iii) “long houses 90
degrees” and (iv) “long houses 45 degrees”.
long houses 90 degrees” (lower left) and “long houses 45 degrees” (lower righ
he only difference being that in one case (upper left) the incoming wind is pe
upper right). The same applies for “long houses”.

alled “square houses” are the same geometric configuration,
he only difference being that in one case the approaching wind,
hich is aligned along the x-axis, is perpendicular towards the
lock, where in the other case the approaching wind angle of
ncidence is 45◦. The same applies for “long houses”.

The block of “square houses” are made up of parallelepipeds
0 m × 30 m in the ground plane in six rows where each second
ouse is 30 or 50 m high, except in between row 4 and 5 where
ouses of equal height faces each other in the wind direction.
ach row consists of five houses abreast; see uppermost pictures

n Fig. 3. Each second distance between “square houses” is 10 or
0 m in the flow direction and 10 m in the cross-flow direction,
espectively.

The block of “long houses” are made up of parallelepipeds
0 m × 90 m in the ground plane in six rows where each second
s 30 or 50 m high, except in between row 4 and 5 where houses
f equal height faces each other in the wind direction. Each row
onsists of two houses abreast; see lowermost pictures in Fig. 3.
ach second distance between “long houses” is 10 or 20 m in the
ow direction and 20 m in the cross-flow direction, respectively.

.5. Estimation of friction velocity
In this investigation, two approaches have been used to esti-
ate the friction velocity. In both approaches the fluid flow

onditions are needed, here calculated for the geometries in
ig. 3 by CFD. g
th geometries called “square houses” are the same topographic configuration,
icular towards the block, and in the other case the wind incident angle is 45◦

To illustrate typical local values on walls, roofs and on the
round, denoted uτ , the friction velocity is calculated as [18]

τ =
√

KE
√

0.09 (20)

here KE is the turbulent kinetic energy next to the surface/wall.
However, in air quality studies at neutral stratification a mean

riction velocity is normally denoted u* and calculated by the
ollowing equation2 (similarity theory)

∗ = Kur

ln((zr − d)/z0)
(21)

here K is von Karmans constant, ur the reference velocity at
he reference height zr (above the block of buildings), z0 the
oughness height (comp. paragraph 1) and d is the zero-plane
isplacement.

. Results

Four geometric cases are simulated: (i) “square houses 90
2 Note, however, that that the block of buildings should be large enough to
ive horizontal homogeneity.
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Fig. 4. The figure shows velocity contours in three vertical planes in the flow
direction (two planes along streets and the middle plane right across the middle
house) and at the ground plane for “square houses” faced 90◦ towards the wind
d
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irection. Note that the flow exiting to the right from the first cross road is
erpendicular to the incoming wind. Also, the wind speed increases when the
ir enters streets aligned in the wind direction.

.1. Flow conditions

The three-dimensional flow conditions in the block of houses
re rather complex and difficult to illustrate. A detailed study of
he flow field reveals recirculation zones on the roof tops, at the

ront building fronts, building-sides and in the downstream cav-
ty regions, much like the illustration by Hosker [47], and also
n- and off-axis channeling effects [48]. The length and height
nd size of the recirculation regions and their orientation are

r
i
v

able 2
Typical” and “high” values of friction velocity, uτ , for a block of “buildings” made u
ee upper part of Fig. 3) and “long houses” (30 and 50 m high parallelepipeds with ba

ypical values
stimated friction velocity from turbulent kinetic energy for different blocks of build

lace Blocks of “square houses”

Faced 90◦ towards
approaching wind

Faced 45◦ towards
approaching wind

KEa Friction
velocity uτ

b
KEa Fri

vel

ront wall first block High 7 1.44 High 2 0.7
Typical 0.13 0.20 Typical 0.2 0.2

ront wall second block High 0.7 0.45 High 2 0.7
Typical 0.06 0.14 Typical 0.22 0.2

ront wall third block High 1 0.54 High 1.5 0.6
Typical 0.02 0.08 Typical 0.19 0.2

n the roofs High 1.6 0.69 High 4 1.0
Typical 0.13 0.20 Typical 0.08 0.1

n the ground High 4 1.09 High 1(corner) 0.5
Typical 0.45 0.37 Typical 0.4 0.3

riction velocity values are estimated using the turbulent kinetic energy close to th
alues of turbulent kinetic energy.
a Derived value of turbulent kinetic energy, KE, from CFD.
b Estimated friction velocity uτ using the derived value of KE (Eq. (20)).
c Upper edge 0.17, vertical edge 0.27, ground level >0.3.
ig. 5. Friction velocity on the ground presented in a cross-section along the
ndicated two lines for “square houses” 45◦.

ependent on building heights, widths, downwind lengths and
ind angles, resembling the suggestions derived from atmo-

pheric and wind-tunnel experiments by Röckle [49]. Some
eatures of the flow are shown in Fig. 4, where velocity con-
ours for “square houses” faced 90◦ towards approaching wind
s presented along three vertical planes and also on the ground
lane.

.2. Friction velocity
“Typical” and “high” calculated friction velocities on walls,
oofs and ground are presented in Table 2. The friction veloc-
ty varies up to a factor of seven between “typical” and “high”
elocities. Curves of uτ on ground and roofs for “square houses

p of “square houses” (30 and 50 m high parallelepipeds with base 30 m × 30 m,
se 30 m × 90 m, see lower part of Fig. 3)

ings

Blocks of “long houses”

Faced 90◦ towards
approaching wind

Faced 45◦ towards
approaching wind

ction
ocity uτ

b
KEa Friction

velocity uτ
b

KEa Friction
velocity uτ

b

7 High 0.3 0.3 Highc >0.3 ≥0.3
5 Typical 0.12 0.19 Typical 0.08 0.16

7 High 1 0.54 High 0.3 0.3
6 Typical 0.22 0.26 Typical 0.08 0.16

7 High 0.3 0.3 High 0.3 0.3
4 Typical 0.08 0.16 Typical 0.07 0.15

9 High 5 1.22 High 2(corner) 0.77
6 Typical 0.13 0.2 Typical 0.14 0.21

4 High 0.3 0.3 High >0.3 ≥0.3
4 Typical 0.3 0.31 Typical 0.27 0.29

e wall/ground/roof. The “typical” values of uτ are calculated from area mean
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Table 3
Heuristic comparison of estimated friction velocity values calculated by similarity theory (u*, Eq. (21)) and “typical” local values (Table 2 derived by fluid flow (uτ ,
Eq. (20))

Heuristic comparison of estimated friction velocity values calculated by similarity theory (u*) and “typical” local values derived by fluid flow (uτ )

Case/geometry Horizontally homogenous values
derived by similarity theory

Local values derived
by fluid flow (CFD)

z0
a (m) u* (m s−1) Wind velocity at ref height (m s−1) uτ (m s−1)

Blocks of “square houses”
Faced 90◦ towards approaching wind 2.1 0.65 3.7 0.08–0.37
Faced 45◦ towards approaching wind 1.6 0.66 4.2 0.16–0.34

Blocks of “long houses”
Faced 90◦ towards approaching wind 1.5 0.77 5.06 0.16–0.31
Faced 45◦ towards approaching wind 1.5 0.70 4.6 0.15–0.29
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surface micro roughness. For conditions representative for the
he zero plane displacement d in Eq. (21) is taken as 0.7*hm = 28 m, where hm i
f the highest buildings.
a z0 is calculated as the volume of all buildings divided by the area of the dom

5 degrees” in a cross-section along two lines are presented in
igs. 5 and 6. The variation with distance is fast (steep curves

n Figs. 5 and 6) and the steepest gradients are often found near
he boarders of the buildings. There is also a general trend of
decrease in friction velocity with distance in the wind direc-

ion as well as lower uτ at lower roofs. To get some insight into
ow the resolved values of friction velocity are related to overall
haracteristics, Table 3 presents the calculated values of the local
riction velocity, uτ , for walls, roofs and on the ground, heuris-
ically compared to the friction velocity in the form normally
sed in air quality studies at neutral stratification, u*.

.3. Variation of deposition velocity with particle size,
article density, surface micro roughness and temperature

In Figs. 7–9 deposition velocities in the building blocks
re presented using the “typical” friction velocity values (from
inetic energy data) given in Table 2 for the blocks of houses.

he deposition model by Zhao and Wu [19] was used with some
omparison with the model by Wood.

In Fig. 7 typical deposition velocities on vertical smooth
alls (comparable to steel or glass) for three particle densi-

ig. 6. Friction velocity on high and low roofs presented in a cross-section along
he indicated two lines for “square houses” 45◦.

f
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average height of the buildings. Reference height is 50 m, which equals the top

ies are plotted as a function of particle size. The figure shows
hat the influence of particle density is minor for small particles
d < 5 �m) as well as for large particles (d > 25 �m). However,
n the interval 5 �m < d < 25 �m the influence of density is sig-
ificant. For example, the deposition velocity of 3000 kg m−3

articles could be 60 times higher than the deposition velocity for
300 kg m−3 particles. The model by Wood (only 1300 kg m−3

articles are presented) differs from Zhao and Wu for particle
izes 5–25 �m.

In Figs. 8 and 9 typical deposition velocities on the ground and
n roofs for different micro roughness are plotted as a function
f particle size for the specific particle density 1300 kg m−3. The
ffect of micro roughness is largest for the smallest particles as
hown in Fig. 2. The lower vd on roofs depends on lower typical
τ (Table 2). The model by Wood (smooth surface) agrees with
hao and Wu.

According to the model by Valentine and Smith [18], the
emperature dependence of vd is not significantly influenced by
ront walls in the four cases studied, Table 4 presents the cal-
ulated change of the particle deposition velocity per degree
entigrade.

ig. 7. Typical deposition velocity presented as a function of particle diameter
nd particle density for a smooth vertical wall. Friction velocity used for vd from
able 2.
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Fig. 8. Typical deposition velocity on the ground presented as a function of the
diameter of particles (1300 kg m−3) and surface micro roughness. Data from
Table 2 was used for calculation of vd.
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Table 4
Increase of vd/◦C for warmer air and cooler wall calculated for conditions rep-
resentative for the front wall of “square houses 90 degrees”, “square houses 45
degrees”, “long houses 90 degrees” and “long houses 45 degrees”

Geometry 0.1 �m 1 �m 5 �m

“square houses 90 degrees” 7.34 × 10−8 7,34 × 10−8 2,99 × 10−7

“square houses 45 degrees” 1.14 × 10−7 1.27 × 10−8 4.57 × 10−7

“long houses 90 degrees” 6.89 × 10−8 1.27 × 10−7 2.76 × 10−7

“long houses 45 degrees” 4.86 × 10−8 8.97 × 10−8 1.96 × 10−7

Data from Table 2 was used and a thermal boundary layer with thickness 300y+

was assumed, density 1300 kg m−3.

F
i
h

T
c
w
o
The chosen type of particles represents a biological hazardous
aerosol, e.g. bacteria.

Figs. 10 and 11 shows vd on ground and roofs presented in
cross-sections along the same two lines as for uτ (Figs. 5 and 6).
ig. 9. Typical deposition velocity on roofs presented as a function of the diam-
ter of particles (1300 kg m−3) and surface micro roughness. Data from Table 2
as used for calculation of vd.

.4. Deposition velocity in the blocks of houses

Calculation of deposition velocity on ground, roofs and walls
ere made in order to illustrate the effect of flow conditions

n a complex geometry, like a block of houses in a city, on
d, e.g. magnitude, range and variation with distance. The aim
as not to present results for specific cases but rather to illus-

rate probable ranges, dependencies and structures of vd, since
ny topography would not be generic. Furthermore, a detailed
escription/knowledge of the surface micro-scale roughness did
ot exist and the available deposition models exhibit limitations
s described above. Fully integrated with CFD, vd was calculated
or:
ough vertical walls by the model “Valentine and Smith” using
ks = 0.0015 m

mooth horizontal roofs by the model “Wood”
mooth horizontal ground by the model “Wood”

F
a
p

ig. 10. Deposition velocity on the ground presented in cross-sections along the
ndicated two lines for “square houses” 45◦. The curves are drawn for particles
aving a diameter 5 �m and a density 1300 kg m−3.

he particle size used for illustrations is 5 �m with a parti-
le density of 1300 kg m−3. A neutral fully rough (z0 = 0.02 m)
ind profile of 4 m s−1 with the wind direction perpendicular,
r alternatively 45◦, to the front walls, is assumed for all cases.
ig. 11. Deposition velocity on high and low roofs presented in cross-sections
long the indicated two lines for “square houses” 45◦. The curves are drawn for
articles having a diameter 5 �m and a density 1300 kg m−3.
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Fig. 12. Contours of deposition velocity vd (m s−1) on front walls according to the model by Valentine and Smith (micro roughness ks = 0.0015, density
ρ = 1300 kg m−3) for d = 5 �m particles, neutral stratification 4 m s−1, wind in right angle towards the houses and fully rough ground (0.02). (a) Shows the sit-
uation for a group of “square” houses 30 m × 30 m × 30/50 m where the incoming wind is directed perpendicular towards the front walls and (b) shows the same for
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group of “long” houses 30 m × 90 m × 30/50 m. Note that the highest value of
ariation and does not represent max.–min. values.

alculated vd contours on the first front wall towards the wind
re presented in Fig. 12 and vd contours on the ground are pre-
ented in Fig. 13. The deposition velocity varies considerably
nd fast similar to uτ , showing the strong dependence between
d and uτ . The variation of vd in Figs. 10 and 11 is 1–4 mm s−1.
he variation of vd in Fig. 12 is 0.5–8 mm s−1 over much of

he surfaces, but close to the edges higher values are found and
lso at the lower boundaries of the buildings where vd increases
o several cm s−1 close to the ground near the corners (these
alues can not be seen in the plot because it occurs only over
smaller area and are outside the chosen scale). The pattern

bserved in both Fig. 12a and b, i.e. that vd increases on front
alls towards the edges and also towards the ground (in particu-

ar closer to the front corners), is more general and does indeed
eem to be valid for any approaching wind angle. However, the
ariation of vd on the interior of the wall surface is different. This
ariation becomes smaller with a smaller angle of the incoming
ind.

The range in Fig. 13 is 0.2–2 mm s−1 where the high val-

es are concentrated in certain areas depending on wind angle.
et much higher values (about 6 cm s−1, not seen in the plot
ecause of the chosen scale) exist in hotspots found on both

t
C
t
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cale represents vd ≥ 0.008 m s−1, i.e. the scale is chosen to be able to show the

ides of the middle house in the front row and at both front cor-
ers of the whole building block in Fig. 13a and also near the
ront corners of the high house in the front row in Fig. 13c. Fur-
hermore, the average deposition velocity on the ground within
he block of houses is, due to the contribution from locally high
alues of vd, 10–30% higher for groups of houses perpendic-
lar to the approaching wind (Fig. 13a (0.0022 m s−1) and c
0.0026 m s−1)) than for groups faced 45◦ towards the approach-
ng wind (Fig. 13b (0.0020 m s−1) and d (0.0018 m s−1)). Thus,
he highest average vd on the ground is found for “long houses”
aced 90◦ towards the wind (Fig. 13c).

. Discussion

.1. Flow conditions

The calculated flow patterns for the four specific configura-
ions (Fig. 3) could be expected to be sufficiently correct for

he purpose of this investigation considering that, among others,
hang and Meroney [50], have showed that predictions using

he k–ε turbulence model were in good agreement with exper-
mental data regarding ensemble or time average flow features
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Fig. 13. The figure shows the deposition velocity pattern on the ground for d = 5 �m particles (1300 kg m−3) using the model by Wood (smooth, e.g. negligible micro
roughness) and an approaching wind 4 m s−1 (wind direction from left to right). The letters “H” and “L” denotes “high” houses (50 m) and “low” houses (30 m). (a)
Shows the situation for a group of “square” houses 30 m × 30 m × 30/50 m where the approaching wind is directed perpendicular towards the front walls and (b)
shows the same but with the approaching wind directed 45◦ towards the front walls. (c) Shows the situation for a group of “long” houses 30 m × 90 m × 30/50 m
where the approaching wind is directed perpendicular towards the front walls and (d) shows the same as (c) but with the approaching wind directed 45◦ towards
t s−1,
m 0.
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he front walls. Note that the highest value of the scale represents vd ≥ 0.002 m
ax.–min. values. To get a reference to absolute values, compare (b) and Fig. 1

hat develops around 3-D buildings in a boundary layer flow.
urthermore, the present results reflect most of the significant
eatures that can be found in several related wind-tunnel exper-
ments [49–52] and towing tank experiments [53]. Moreover,
he assumption of a neutral approach flow should not seriously
estrict the validity of the results as Zhang, Arya and Snyder
54] showed that the stratification will rarely be a significant
actor influencing the flow structure in the near-vicinity of a
uilding.

However, the four specific configurations (Fig. 3) were cho-
en only to be able to illustrate specific features of the dry
eposition and thus do not have any generic validity. Other
ow conditions will be prevailing for another topography,
ther weather situations, etc. Furthermore, vehicle movements
ay significantly influence turbulence and air streams as
hown by Gidhagen et al. [25], thereby often increasing uτ

nd vd. This effect is not currently included, but any future
nvestigation could add this effect to study its influence on
d.
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i.e. the scale is chosen to be able to show the variation and does not represent

.2. Friction velocity

The locally calculated friction velocity uτ for walls, roofs and
he ground is only ∼25–55% of the mean friction velocity u*
n the form normally used in air quality studies (Table 3). It is
easonable to expect a higher value for u* since both u* and uτ

epresents the flux of momentum perpendicular to the surface,
ut the surfaces for u* are roofs and ground and the surfaces for
τ are walls, roofs and ground. Thus, the total surface for u* is
uch smaller and therefore u* has a higher value.

.3. Deposition velocity

The flow conditions have a strong influence on the deposition
hrough the influence of wind velocity on uτ and in turn on vd.

he variation of vd in Figs. 10–13 therefore reflects the variation
f wind and uτ in the blocks of houses. This picture is expected to
how a main behavior of vd in spite of using Wood’s model also
or such horizontal surfaces which in reality could be expected
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o be rough, thereby somewhat underestimating vd for these
urfaces.

Furthermore, according to Fig. 2, Figs. 8 and 9, which can
e used to judge the influence of micro roughness at hand in
ny particular case, a larger variation of vd is expected in any
urrounding area since a typical surface can be made up of both
ore rough pieces (brick and asphalt) and smooth pieces (glass,

teel).
The results indicates that choosing just one or only a few vd-

alues in a city is a great simplification on the local scale and
ould lead to serious errors when calculating deposition at that
cale.

In addition to the results presented, many more calculations
f vd were made for the two building blocks and the two wind
ngles, among them calculations for several particle sizes, for
xample 5, 10 and 20 �m particles with density 1300 kg m−3.
he range of vd varies a lot between different particle sizes. For

nstance, vd-maximum on ground was ≈6 cm s−1 for 5 �m and
0.5 m s−1 for 10 �m. vd-maximum on roofs were ≈1 cm s−1

or 5 �m and ≈14 cm s−1 for 10 �m. These maxima were con-
entrated to limited areas emphasizing the view of a large and
uick variation of vd especially near edges of houses. Details of
hese simulations was not included as part of an effort to reduce
he length of the paper.

The effect in the urban area of the surface orientation (vertical
all–horizontal surface) on the deposition velocity on a smooth

urface can be studied by comparing Fig. 7 with Figs. 8 and 9.
or smooth vertical walls (Fig. 7) vd is lower than for smooth
orizontal surfaces (Figs. 8 and 9). Furthermore, the minimum
or vd is reached at a higher particle diameter for the vertical
urface in comparison with the two horizontal surfaces. For par-
icle diameters 1–10 �m the difference in vd between vertical
nd horizontal smooth surfaces is larger than one order of mag-
itude. Mainly the effect is caused by gravitational influence.
owever, for particle diameters less than 0.1 �m this difference

s small.
Calculated values of vd in Figs. 10–13 (modified for the dif-

erences in height above the surface) in general agrees with often
eported values in cities (0.1–1 cm s−1) [1] and with the results
rom Zhang et al.’s model [7] for particles around 5 �m, except
or the isolated hotspots. However, no experimental investiga-
ion seems to have studied these maxima. The measurements of
immons and Pocock [23] show large variations of particle flux

o the surface on a scale less than 100 m supporting the results
n Figs. 10–13. Conversely, any investigation does not seem to
xist which has studied the deposition on an even smaller scale,
hich could verify the fine structure in Figs. 10–13.
Due to the buildings good electric earth connection, electro-

tatic forces, which were excluded in the calculations, in most
ases are believed to be of minor importance, except for glass
urfaces in dry weather. Though, thermophoreses may be more
mportant. A rough calculation using the model by Valentine and
mith [18] on vertical surfaces (Table 4) shows that vd could be

trongly reduced, perhaps to zero, for a surface which is smooth
nd has a 10 ◦C higher temperature than air. On the other hand, vd
s significantly increased for a surface which has a temperature
hat is 10 ◦C lower than air.
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For weather conditions other than those used in this study
wind 4 m s−1, neutral stratification) the predicted deposition
elocity will, of course, be different, but the main results showing
arge variations of vd is believed to be similar when varying the
onditions. Note that the influence of vegetation in cities and the
ffect of wet surfaces were not taken into account in the present
tudy.

When calculating the dry deposition velocity, the underlying
ntention normally is to calculate the flux of particles to the sur-
ace according to J = vdC∞ (Eq. (1)), where C∞ is the bulk flow
oncentration outside the particle boundary layer, i.e. normally
t about 1 mm away from the surface as given by y+ = 30. If the
oncentration is calculated using CFD, C∞ might be thought of
s the concentration in the cell next to the surface. If the con-
entration is known only at a much higher height than y+ = 30,
.e. coarser grid, vd should be modified with the aerodynamic
esistance up to that level or, alternatively, the concentration
ould be extrapolated down to y+ = 30. Regarding the calcula-
ion of concentration in an urban area, it could also be noted that
elcher in his review [55] highlighted the role of mean transport
ithin the urban network and concluded that mixing by turbu-

ence was shown to be weaker than, for example, topological
ispersion. This opinion was also supported by Zhang, Arya and
nyder [54], who concluded that mean advection plays a more

mportant role than turbulent diffusion, in particular in strongly
tratified flows. These conclusions favor flows that might pro-
uce hotspots in the deposition pattern and thus emphasis the
mportance of a good understanding of how the local deposition
elocity varies for various conditions, in particular with regard
o dispersion of hazardous materials.

. Conclusions

Micro-scale deposition models from the literature, typically
sed for pipes, were adapted to outdoor situations and com-
ined with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) calculations
f flow conditions in order to study the fine structure of the
eposition velocity on ground, roofs and walls. Four geomet-
ic cases were simulated: (i) “square houses 90 degrees”, (ii)
square houses 45 degrees”, (iii) “long houses 90 degrees” and
iv) “long houses 45 degrees”. The calculations show large vari-
tions of vd similar to the variation of the friction velocity uτ

emonstrating the strong dependence of vd on uτ . Further vari-
tion is caused by the variation of the micro-scale roughness
nd different surface temperatures. For 5 �m particles (density
300 kg m−3) the range of vd was 1–4 mm s−1 on ground and
oofs with hotspots up to 10–60 mm s−1. The main variation of
d on walls is 0.5–8 mm s−1 with hotspots up several cm s−1

ccurring near the edges and close to the wall/ground boundary.
ompared to available observations and other models these val-
es seem reasonable. However, no experimental investigation
eems to have studied the fine structure and hotspots of vd.

The presented results gives some guidance where to look for

otspots of deposited material and also shows that a represen-
ation of vd in a city by only one or just a few values is a great
implification on the local level and could lead to significant
rrors.
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